




Originally passed in 1969 and Revised in 1997, mandates
2% set aside from construction cost of Capital Improvement
projects.
1969 version had no set aside for conservation or
maintenance
1997 Revision allows for:
o 5% set aside for maintenance/conservation and allows those funds

to be placed within an interest bearing account.
o Pooling of AE funds within a department







Creation and integration of works of art to enrich and
beautify new civic facilities and enliven the city’s public
spaces
Provide art and aesthetic enhancement to every community
Commission contemporary works by artists of various
cultural backgrounds reflecting the diversity of our city
The art program for each project is developed specifically to
meet the needs of its constituency and enhances the ability
of each CIP to meet its program goals



2% of Construction Cost
o 20% Administration used for salaries, benefits, departmental

overhead, other operating costs that cannot directly be assigned to
a project.
o 5% Maintenance/conservation
o 75% Direct project costs, including artist selection costs, artist
contracts for design and fabrication, installation contract, travel and
field expenses and other expenses directly related to project.






Due to fixed cost inherent in working within the city, it costs
SFAC at minimum between $15,000 -$20,000 in admin
costs to manage even a small project.
Therefore project budgets must be at least $75,000$100,000 to cover administrative costs.
Public Art’s Guidelines have been modified to allow for
smaller budget projects by reducing certain aspects of the
typical process.



Art Enrichment is almost exclusively bond funds, whose use
is restricted to capital costs of fixed assets.
o Previously differing legal interpretations regarding whether bond

funds are restricted to the project site or to sites within the client
agency’s jurisdiction.
o Cannot be used for maintenance, but conservation is allowable.
o If not used within the bond period, funds expire and are capitalized
(typically at 2 years after project completion). Therefore funds likely
to expire before project that generated funds needs conservation.
o Other than SFO, we have not been successful in setting up interest
bearing account.
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To keep the collection of these works at an acceptable
standard of display, routine maintenance should be
performed on a 5-year cycle
Associated cost = approximately $200,000 annually
(collection of these works treated over 5 year period)
Annual vandalism abatement costs = approximately
$100,000



CPC staff has requested an analysis of the existing needs
for the long term care of the Collection and proposed
solutions; has recommended increasing 5% set aside to
care for both AE and other works in Civic Art Collection.



CPC staff to provide SFAC staff an analysis of the City’s 10year Capital Plan to determine which projects are required
to set aside 2% for art enrichment.
SFAC staff will evaluate adequacy of 5% for care of artwork
within each department and impact of increasing set aside
on both conservation and new commissions.









Would decrease budget to amounts making certain project
budgets inadequate to address the facility.
Shifts burden and responsibility for funding stewardship of
city’s collection, much of which was acquired outside of the
AE program onto the AE allocation.
Does not address the need for maintenance legally not
bond fundable.
Increase in conservation AE set aside would still be
inadequate to address needs of historic monument
collection most of which is on RPD property.





The greatest need for conservation is heavily weighted on
historic monuments, some over 100 years old, which are
predominately located on Recreation and Park Dept.
property.
The Percentage of RPD bonds eligible for AE assessment is
usually small, and even at 50%, would not generate
significant funds for conservation.

Ordinance currently would provide
each community to receive art
enrichment

Cost of conserving a major Monument is
between $100,000- $250,000. If these
funds were to come from the AE
allocation, new projects in two to three
parks would have to be eliminated

Eligible Art Enrichment:

$
500,000.00

Less 5% Conservation:

$
25,000.00

Eligible Art Enrichment

$
500,000.00

Available for direct costs new Art
Projects

$
475,000.00

Less 10% Conservation

$
250,000.00

Available for direct costs new Art Projects

$
250,000.00

Budget available per Neighborhood Park

$
50,000.00

Budget available for Direct Project Cost $
per Neighborhood Park:
95,000.00

per park

Budget: 20% Admin

$
19,000.00

Budget: 20% Admin

$
10,000.00

Direct Project:

$
76,000.00

Direct Project:

$
40,000.00

Based on this formula, each park
project is at our minimum viable
budget.

per park

The one-time deferred conservation cost
for one major monument would better
met through a one-time allocation, such
as a bond.




Multiple solutions should be explored for the ongoing care
of the Collection
SFAC to evaluate the effectiveness of each type of solution
for future planning efforts






The City Attorney has recently opined that AE funds
generated by a specific bond need not be used at the CIP
site generating allocation, as long as funds are used for a
capital purpose.
The AE ordinance allows for pooling within the dept.
Conclusion: the 5% conservation funds generated by one
CIP bond may be used for the conservation of artworks on
other sites under the jurisdiction of the CIP Department.

Example of Effective use of 5%: The
WPA era artworks at Laguna Honda
Hospital were conserved with
Conservation allocation of Art
Enrichment funds.

Continue/Increase pursuit of private funding

Keith Haring
Untitled (Three Dancing Figures), 2001
(fabricated in 1989)
painted aluminum
Public Display : District 6
Moscone Center, 4th and Howard Streets

Peter Voulkos
Untitled, 1971
varied metals, bronze and steel
Public Display : District 6
Hall of Justice : 850 Bryant at 7th Street
West Corner Lawn

Completely stripped and re-paint faded painted elements, addressed
underlying corrosion issues. Repaired damaged lighting sited in the
base.

Sculpture was thoroughly cleaned and a new chemical patina
applied to even out the surface, returning the sculpture to its
original color. A protective wax coating was also applied. Trees
surrounding the sculpture were trimmed back.

Completed: July 2012

Completed: July 2011

Continue to carefully evaluate
proposals for new artwork for
maintainability.
 Continue requirement of
maintenance endowment for
gifts; accept offers sparingly.
 Train city department staff for
minor maintenance.
 Encourage departments to
budget for maintenance of
their artwork so that small
needs don’t become big ones.


Proposed fencing for McKinley
Memorial; Relocation of
“Movement: The First 100 Years”
(Korean Monument.)

Partnership with DPW and Community
Groups help keeps “Domestic Seating,”
a new installation at Church and
Duboce, free of graffiti.






Continued annual funding from CPC
Major conservation efforts need major funding: Include
allocation for major conservation in other bond measures.
Evaluate impact and efficacy of modest increase in
conservation set aside in AE ordinance.
Consider deaccessioning artworks with extraordinary
maintenance needs.

